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Introduction
A sexy mature lady's site with an exciting twist. These are not women who always wanted to be in porn,
these are the lonely housewives around the country who get tracked, targeted and taken in by a
professional MILF Hunter. All filmed in DVD quality, it's hot MILF action starring women who didn't
know they'd be sucking dick on camera when they woke up that day!

Adult Review
The Reality Kings network of quality smut sites is one of the oldest and most prestigious on the net. It features 20+ exclusive
porn sites to keep you happy all month long as each updates on a weekly basis. MILF Hunter is a jewel in their porn crown
and a favorite destination of perverts who prefer mature women who know how to fuck more than teen twats who need an
instructional manual.
  
  With 295 exclusive movies already in the archives of this site, available for you in 720x480 DVD quality one-click
downloads, or as streaming files and smaller format sizes, MILF Hunter manages to please broadband users and dialup users
at the same time. No matter how your computer is set-up, you'll be enjoying MILF pussy in no time!
  
  Every update also comes complete with a large photo set showing you high-res pictures taken during all the action. None of
the downloads are DRM coded so anything you choose to keep is yours to enjoy even after you cancel your subscription a
few months down the line.
  
  Priced at the normal $24.95 monthly, MILF Hunter would be worth the price of admission but if you join through the Free
Preview of MILF Hunter from The Tongue you get access to a special discount price of only $17.95 instead! 
  
  When you factor in all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this review you are getting an amazing amount of quality
cum materials. 1,000s of hours of whores who go hardcore for you any time you login and among them you get more than
one MILF site so your specific fantasies are covered in many ways. It really is a hell of a deal... and from this review the
price is even lower than usual!

Porn Summary
Sexy seasoned professional MILFs may be able to run but they can't hide forever from the MILF Hunter! You have got to see
all the tricky ways this poon-tracker manages to make his move into mature pussies!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A large MILF site with huge network access as well!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 85
Support: 80 Unique: 80    Taste: 86        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
In The VIP (91) ,Money Talks (91) ,8th Street Latinas (88) ,MILF Next Door (87) ,40 Inch Plus (86) ,Big Naturals (85) ,Cum
Fiesta (84) ,First Time Auditions (83) ,Captain Stabbin (83) ,Mike In Brazil (82) ,Mikes Apartment (82) ,Real Orgasms (81) ,
Flower Tucci (78) ,We Live Together (Preview) ,Round And Brown (Preview) ,Big Tits Boss (Preview) ,Euro Sex Parties
(Preview) ,Pure 18 (Preview) ,Monster Curves (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Breasts, Discount Porn, Exclusive, Hardcore, MILF, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $17.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 295
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